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Credit Solutions

buSineSS ChAllenge

“building an enterprise CRm has been a huge challenge for us especially 
with the timelines we are given” says David Janecek, Vice President of iT.  
Credit Solutions had used a 3rd party CRm system for over 6 years, but 
now that the company had grown to enterprise level, they were forced to 
look for an alternative solution.     

Faced with a build or buy decision, Credit Solutions analyzed other 3rd 
party solutions only to find that the customizations needed for these 
solutions rivaled the cost of building an in-house solution.  however, 
the costs and timelines were just too high to convince top executives 
to bring the solution in-house.   The team at Credit Solutions had tried 
code generation before, but none of the products or frameworks the team 
had analyzed and researched met the challenge faced when building an 
enterprise system on a tight timeline.

beneFiTS FROm uSing CODeSmiTh

Credit Solutions discovered PlinQO and 4 months later they are in 
production with their own enterprise level CRm system.  PlinQO gave 
Credit Solutions the confidence to meet aggressive timelines the upper 
executives demanded with quality software that meets the needs of 
the 800+ users of their system.  A feat only a few months earlier was 
considered impossible.  “i would say that a whole layer of development 
has been eliminated and 30-40% of development time has been saved.” 
says long le, Director of Software Development.  The CRm system 
completed in 4 months is not one, but six working solutions.   

Tony Sneed, the lead .neT architect on the project, says they were 
able to quickly get the project going using PlinQO.  “We were able to 
easily see what was going on in PlinQO and how to customize it”, says 
Tony.  The Credit Solutions team took advantage of many features in 
PlinQO to easily perform validation against 3rd party web services, xml 
serialize entities making AJAX painless and cache slow changing data 
for improved performance.  “We received a huge performance gain not 
having to query our 45 or so enum tables.” adds Tony.  

“We held back on working on our CRm until we discovered PlinQO 
and found it to be enterprise ready”, says mr. le.  many team members 
including data architects and senior SQl developers that were initially 
questioning PlinQO’s ability to handle an enterprise situation were 
quickly turned around when they saw PlinQO was actually improving 
performance.  “SQl Server CPu utilization has dropped from over 
80% on average to just over 10% on average” says mr. le.   Application 
performance is not the only thing that has improved.  now that Credit 
Solutions is in production, users are seeing their bug reports completed in 
hours instead of days.  “PlinQO has saved major time on hot fixes and 
made turnaround much easier”, long concludes.

Key FACTS

http://creditsolutions.com

1000+ employees

Debt Settlement industry

6 separate applications in 
production in 4 months

Technologies used
CodeSmith 5.1
PlinQO Templates

“Performance has done a 
180!”
long le, Director of Software 
Development, Credit Solutions

“We were able to shave 
months of development 
time and 30%-40% in 
development costs.”
David Janecek, Vice President of 
iT, Credit Solutions

COmPAny OVeRVieW
Credit Solutions, headquartered in Richardson, TX, is the debt settlement industry leader in the uS, 
managing over $2.25 billion of unsecured debt for their clients.  having settled more than $1 billion of 
debt, Credit Solutions is committed to remaining the largest debt settlement company is the uS and the 
best alternative to bankruptcy and debt consolidation.

“This project has been a success and CodeSmith is the major reason why!” 
long le, Director of Software Development, Credit Solutions

Case Studies

CodeSmith was one of 
the main reasons 
building our own 
enterprise CRm 
became a reality
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APPliCATiOn OVeRVieW
To provide greater insight into what Credit Solutions was able to do in a short amount of time, below 
are some screenshots demonstrating the amount of data that Credit Solutions is able to use quickly and 
efficiently using PlinQO. 

The 800+ users can easily display and update  
a tremendous amount of data using each 
of the 6 applications produced by Credit 
Solutions.  The screen shown here displays 
what a user sees when working with an active 
customer.  

The users can easily see all of the necessary 
information along with the history of activity 
for this customer.  Performance for screens 
like this throughout the Credit Solutions CRm 
have been extremely quick.  The users of the 
system are able to stay focused on customer 
needs instead of waiting on the system to 
respond.

As you can see, there is a lot going on 
between users and customers in this CRm 
system.  PlinQO and CodeSmith eliminated 
35-45% of the development process so Credit 
Solutions could focus on the features of their 
in-house solution.  

“The ability to customize PlinQO with the 
open source templates was a huge advantage 
in creating the necessary enhancements to 
provide a solution specific to our needs” , says 
Tony Sneed.    it is amazing what a team can 
accomplish in 4 months time when a large 
percentage of the application framework 
is already done and the team can focus on 
feature work.

“because of CodeSmith we were able to build a solution tailored to our needs 
in-house instead of spending millions outsourcing it.” 

long le, Director of Software Development, Credit Solutions
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